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Forest Fortress Live2d is an animated visual novel in an eroge genre with elements of fantasy. Non-linear branching
storyline may lead to multiple romantic endings 5d3b920ae0
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super nice and cute anime pc game!. Not recommended. The game is too short and ends with a cliffhanger. The game basically
just ends by the time the story starts moving. Your choices don't really matter. Your choices only affect which girl you end up
dating, no meaningful story branches, nothing. The description implies you get to side with the corruption, but you don't. The
only options you get are a) stay on the good path or B) get the only bad end you can get 5-10 minutes into the game. All other
choices only affect your girlfriend, as I stated before. The story isn't all that great either. The game seems to try to set up some
sort of moral ambiguity with the squirrels, but ends up defaulting back to the "the other side is clearly evil" narrative. So initially
it seems interesting, but just flops at the end.. Although it seems like a boring game at first, it gets more and more interesting.
The place where the story takes place is unique, and the characters have some very interesting personalities. It was interesting to
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play it and get to every possible end. I'm sorry it ended so fast without having to save all the forest, but all she says is that it's a
very good game, even if this gallery is corrupted because it does not show you all the pictures even if you unlock them after you
finish playing the game several times in different ways.. super nice and cute anime pc game!. Although it seems like a boring
game at first, it gets more and more interesting. The place where the story takes place is unique, and the characters have some
very interesting personalities. It was interesting to play it and get to every possible end. I'm sorry it ended so fast without having
to save all the forest, but all she says is that it's a very good game, even if this gallery is corrupted because it does not show you
all the pictures even if you unlock them after you finish playing the game several times in different ways.. Not recommended.
The game is too short and ends with a cliffhanger. The game basically just ends by the time the story starts moving. Your
choices don't really matter. Your choices only affect which girl you end up dating, no meaningful story branches, nothing. The
description implies you get to side with the corruption, but you don't. The only options you get are a) stay on the good path or B)
get the only bad end you can get 5-10 minutes into the game. All other choices only affect your girlfriend, as I stated before.
The story isn't all that great either. The game seems to try to set up some sort of moral ambiguity with the squirrels, but ends up
defaulting back to the "the other side is clearly evil" narrative. So initially it seems interesting, but just flops at the end.
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